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CONTROL THEOREMS FOR ELLIPTIC CURVES
OVER FUNCTION FIELDS
A. BANDINI, I. LONGHI
Abstract. Let F be a global field of characteristic p > 0, F/F
a Galois extension with Gal(F/F ) ≃ ZNp and E/F a non-isotrivial
elliptic curve. We study the behaviour of Selmer groups SelE(L)l
(l any prime) as L varies through the subextensions of F via ap-
propriate versions of Mazur’s Control Theorem. In the case l = p
we let F =
⋃
Fd where Fd/F is a Z
d
p-extension. With a mild
hypothesis on SelE(F )p (essentially a consequence of the Birch
and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture) we prove that SelE(Fd)p is a
cofinitely generated Zp[[Gal(Fd/F )]]-module and we associate to
its Pontrjagin dual a Fitting ideal. This allows to define an alge-
braic L-function associated to E in Zp[[Gal(F/F )]], providing an
ingredient for a function field analogue of Iwasawa’s Main Conjec-
ture for elliptic curves.
1. Introduction
1.1. Some motivation. Iwasawa theory for elliptic curves over num-
ber fields is by now an established subject, well developed both in its
analytic and algebraic sides. By contrast, its analogue over global func-
tion fields is still at its beginnings: as far as the authors know, up to
now only analytic aspects have been investigated. Our goal in this pa-
per is to provide some first steps into understanding the algebraic side
as well. To relate the two points of view we end by proposing a first
version of Iwasawa’s Main Conjecture, which we hope to investigate in
some future work. We are conscious that our Conjecture 5.11 is too
coarsely formulated to be completely satisfactory; however, our point
is mainly to show that it is possible to ask questions of this kind also
in the characteristic p setting.
We fix F a function field of transcendence degree 1 over its constant
field Fq , q a power of a prime p, and an elliptic curve E/F ; we assume
that E is non-isotrivial (i.e., j(E) /∈ Fq). In particular, E has bad
reduction at some place of F ; replacing, if needed, F by a finite exten-
sion, we can (and will) assume that E has good or split multiplicative
reduction at any place v of F .
1.2. Analytic theory. We briefly review the state of the art.
1
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1.2.1. The extensions. Let F˜/F be an infinite Galois extension such
that Gal(F˜/F ) contains a finite index subgroup Γ isomorphic to ZNp
(an infinite product of Zp’s). The reader is reminded that class field
theory provides lots of such extensions, thanks to the fact that if L
is a local field in characteristic p and U1(L) denotes its group of 1-
units then U1(L) ≃ Z
N
p (see e.g. [19, II.5.7]). Observe that, exactly
for this reason, in the function field setting it becomes quite natural to
concentrate on such a Γ rather than on a finite dimensional p-adic Lie
group.
A good example, which closely parallels the classical cyclotomic Zp-
extension of a number field, is the “cyclotomic extension at p”. In the
simplest formulation, we take F := Fq(T ), A := Fq[T ] and let Φ be
the Carlitz module (see e.g. [21, Chapter 12]). Choose p a prime of A
and, for any positive integer n, let Φ[pn] denote the pn-torsion of the
Carlitz module. Let F (Φ[pn]) be the extension of F obtained via the
pn-torsion and let F˜ := F (Φ[p∞]) =
⋃
F (Φ[pn]) . It is well known that
F (Φ[pn])/F is a Galois extension and that
Gal(F (Φ[pn])/F ) ≃ (A/pn)∗ ,
Gal(F˜/F ) ≃ lim
←−
n
(A/pn)∗ ≃ ZNp × (A/p)
∗ .
1.2.2. The “p-adic L-function”. Here by p-adic L-function we mean an
element in the Iwasawa algebra Zp[[Gal(F˜/F )]] (identified with the
algebra of Zp-valued measures on Gal(F˜/F )): to our knowledge, up
to now no satisfactory closer analogue of the usual p-adic L-function
arising in characteristic 0 was found. (A key problem seems to be
the lack of an adequate theory of Mellin transform, in spite of some
attempts by Goss - see [6].)
The first instance of construction of a measure related to E is due
to Teitelbaum ([24, pag. 290-292]): the F˜ he implicitly considers is
exactly the Carlitz cyclotomic extension at p described above (where
p is a prime of split multiplicative reduction for E). Other examples
(which can be loosely described as cyclotomic and anticyclotomic at
∞) were given in [14]. For a more detailed discussion see section 5.2.
1.3. The present work. Since in this paper we are not going to work
out a comparison with the analytic theory, our attention will be fo-
cussed only on a ZNp -extension F/F , i.e. a Galois extension such that
Γ := Gal(F/F ) ≃ ZNp . For example, in the situation described above,
one can take F to be the subfield of F (Φ[p∞]) fixed by (A/p)∗ : then
F/F is a ZNp -extension. We shall consider Z
d
p-extensions Fd/F such
that F =
⋃
Fd .
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Denote by Λ := Zp[[Γ]] and by Λd := Zp[[Gal(Fd/F )]] the associated
Iwasawa algebras.
In section 2 we will define the (p-part of the) Selmer group SelE(L)p,
L any algebraic extension of F . For any d, let Sd (resp. S) be the
Pontrjagin dual of SelE(Fd)p (resp. of SelE(F)p): it is a Λd-module
(resp. a Λ-module). The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Assume that all ramified primes in Fd/F are of split
multiplicative reduction for E and that SelE(F )p is cofinitely generated
as a Zp-module. Then Sd is a finitely generated Λd-module.
Remark 1.2. The assumption on SelE(F )p is a consequence of the
Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture. Some evidence for the latter
can be found in [5] and [26].
We get Theorem 1.1 as Corollary 4.8 of our Theorem 4.4 which is an
analogue of Mazur’s classical Control Theorem (for which the reader is
referred to [15] or [8]).
The most interesting consequence is that it is possible to define a kind
of Fitting ideal F˜ ittΛ(S) ⊂ Λ of S as the intersection of counterimages
of the FittΛd(Sd)’s in Λ (see section 5.1.2, Definition 5.8). The natural
next step is the formulation of a Main Conjecture relating this F˜ ittΛ(S)
and a “p-adic L-function” as described above (Conjecture 5.11).
By the same techniques, and with less effort, we also investigate the
variation of the l-part of the Selmer group (l a prime different from
p) in subextensions of F/F . Theorem 3.4 shows that also in this case
we can control the Selmer groups; however we lack a good theory of
modules over the ring Zl[[Γ]] and thus are unable to say much more.
Remark 1.3. It might be worthwhile to remark that the prime number
p is not a place of our field, contrary to the classical situation. In
particular we don’t have to ask anything about the reduction of E
being not supersingular at some place.
1.4. Structure of this paper. In section 2 we establish notations
and define our Selmer groups by flat cohomology, which, for l 6= p,
reduces to the usual Galois cohomology. Section 3 is dedicated to the
easier case l 6= p: here we can establish the control theorem without
any assumption on the ZNp -extension F/F . On the contrary the con-
trol theorems for l = p are proven (in section 4) only for a Zdp-extension
Fd/F : the technical reasons for this limitation are explained in Remark
4.5. We begin with Theorem 4.4 which regards classical Selmer groups
and leads to finitely generated Λd-modules in Corollary 4.8. To provide
some examples of torsion modules we also present another control the-
orem for some slightly modified Selmer groups (Theorem 4.12) where
we change the local conditions at the ramified primes. In section 5 we
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go back to F/F . We define the Λ-ideal F˜ ittΛ(S), which provides our
candidate for an algebraic L-function and by which we formulate our
version of Iwasawa’s Main Conjecture.
Acknowledgements. We thank Massimo Bertolini, Henri Darmon,
Ralph Greenberg, Marc-Hubert Nicole, Tadashi Ochiai, David Vauclair
and Stefano Vigni for useful suggestions and comments on early drafts
of this paper.
The first author has been supported by a scientific grant from the Uni-
versity of Pisa. The second author has been supported by a scientific
grant from the University of Milano.
2. Selmer groups
2.1. Notations. For the convenience of the reader we list some nota-
tions that will be used in this paper and describe the basic setting in
which the theory will be developed.
2.1.1. Fields. Let L be a field: then L will denote an algebraic closure
and Lsep ⊂ L a separable closure; besides, we put GL := Gal(L
sep/L).
If L is a global field (or an algebraic extension of such), ML will be
its set of places. For any place v ∈ML we let Lv be the completion of
L at v, Ov the ring of integers of Lv , mv the maximal ideal of Ov and
Lv := Ov/mv the residue field. Let ordv be the valuation associated to
v.
If L is a local field, the notations above will often be changed to OL,
mL, L; besides U1(L) ⊂ O
∗
L will be the group of 1-units.
As stated in the introduction, we fix a global field F of characteristic
p > 0 and an algebraic closure F . For any place v ∈MF we choose Fv
and an embedding F →֒ Fv, so to get a restriction map GFv →֒ GF . All
algebraic extensions of F (resp. Fv) will be assumed to be contained
in F (resp. Fv).
Script letters will denote infinite extensions of F : more precisely we
fix a ZNp -extension F/F with Galois group Γ and for any d ≥ 1 we will
consider Fd ⊂ F , a Z
d
p-extension of F .
2.1.2. Elliptic curves. We fix an elliptic curve E/F , non-isotrivial and
having split multiplicative reduction at all places supporting its con-
ductor. The reader is reminded that then at such places E is isomorphic
to a Tate curve, i.e. E(Fv) ≃ F
∗
v /q
Z
E,v for some qE,v.
For any positive integer n let E[n] be the scheme of n-torsion points.
Moreover, for any prime l, let E[l∞] := lim
→
E[ln] .
For any v ∈MF we choose a minimal Weierstrass equation for E. Let
Ev be the reduction of E modulo v and for any point P ∈ E let Pv be
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its image in Ev .
Besides Ev,ns(Fv) is the set of nonsingular points of Ev(Fv), and
E0(Fv) := {P ∈ E(Fv) | Pv ∈ Ev,ns(Fv) } .
By the theory of Tate curves we know that, in case of bad reduction,
E0(Fv) ≃ O
∗
v (see e.g. [23, V section 4]).
Finally, let Tv := E(Fv)/E0(Fv) . In case of bad reduction Tv is the
group of components of the special fibre and our hypothesis implies
that its order is −ordv(j(E)) (see e.g. [23, IV.9.2]).
For all basic facts about elliptic curves, the reader is referred to Silver-
man’s books [22] and [23].
2.1.3. Duals. For X a topological abelian group, we denote its Pontr-
jagin dual by X∨ := Homcont(X,C
∗). In the cases considered in this
paper, X will be a (mostly discrete) topological Zl-module, so that X
∨
can be identified with Homcont(X,Ql/Zl) and it has a natural structure
of Zl-module.
The reader is reminded that to say that an R-module X (R any ring)
is cofinitely generated means that X∨ is a finitely generated R-module.
2.2. The Selmer groups. We are interested in torsion subschemes
of the elliptic curve E. Since char F = p, in order to deal with the
p-torsion and to define Selmer groups with the usual cohomological
techniques, we need to consider flat cohomology of group schemes.
For the basic theory of sites and cohomology on a site see [17, Chapters
II, III]. Briefly, for any scheme X we let Xfl be the subcategory of
Sch/X (schemes over X) whose structure morphisms are locally of
finite type. Moreover Xfl is endowed with the flat topology, i.e., if we
let Y → X be an element of Xfl , then a covering of Y is a family
{gi : Ui → Y } such that Y =
⋃
gi(Ui) and each gi is a flat morphism
locally of finite type.
We only consider flat cohomology so when we write a scheme X we
always mean Xfl .
Definition 2.1. Let P be a sheaf on X and consider the global section
functor sending P to P(X). The i-th flat cohomology group of X with
values in P, denoted by H ifl(X,P) , is the value at P of the i-th right
derived functor of the global section functor.
Let L be an algebraic extension of F and XL := Spec L. For any
positive integer m the group schemes E[m] and E define sheaves on
XL (see [17, II.1.7]): for example E[m](XL) := E[m](L). Consider the
exact sequence
E[m] →֒ E
m
−→E
and take flat cohomology with respect to XL to get
E(L)/mE(L) →֒ H1fl(XL, E[m])→ H
1
fl(XL, E) .
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In particular let m run through the powers ln of a prime l. Taking
direct limits one gets an injective map (a “Kummer homomorphism”)
κ : E(L)⊗Ql/Zl →֒ lim
−→
n
H1fl(XL, E[l
n]) =: H1fl(XL, E[l
∞]) .
Exactly as above one can build local Kummer maps for any place v ∈
ML
κv : E(Lv)⊗Ql/Zl →֒ H
1
fl(XLv , E[l
∞])
where XLv := Spec Lv .
Definition 2.2. The l-part of the Selmer group of E over L, denoted
by SelE(L)l , is defined to be
SelE(L)l := Ker{H
1
fl(XL, E[l
∞])→
∏
v∈ML
H1fl(XLv , E[l
∞])/Imκv }
where the map is the product of the natural restrictions between coho-
mology groups.
The reader is reminded that the Tate-Shafarevich group X(E/L) fits
into the exact sequence
E(L)⊗Ql/Zl →֒ SelE(L)l ։X(E/L)[l
∞] .
According to the function field version of the Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer conjecture, X(E/L) is finite for any finite extension L of F . Ap-
plying to this last sequence the exact functor Hom(·,Ql/Zl), it follows
that
rankZl(SelE(L)
∨
l ) = rankZ(E(L))
(recall that the cohomology groups H ifl , hence the Selmer groups, are
endowed with the discrete topology).
Letting L vary through subextensions of F/F , the groups SelE(L)l
admit natural actions by Zl (because of E[l
∞] ) and by Γ. Hence they
are modules over the Iwasawa algebra Zl[[Γ]].
2.2.1. The case l = p. We shall consider Zdp-extensions Fd/F such that
F =
⋃
Fd . One of the main reasons for doing this is the fact that
SelE(Fd)p is a Λd := Zp[[Gal(Fd/F )]]-module and, thanks to the (non-
canonical) isomorphism Λd ≃ Zp[[T1, . . . , Td]], we have a fairly precise
description of such modules (see, for example, [3, VII.4]). The first step
towards the proof of Theorem 1.1 will be the study of the restriction
maps
SelE(L)p −→ SelE(Fd)
Gal(Fd/L)
p
as L varies in Fd/F .
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2.2.2. The case l 6= p. Here we deal with the full ZNp -extension and
again study the maps
SelE(L)l −→ SelE(F)
Gal(F/L)
l .
Note that to define SelE(L)l we could have used the sequence
E[ln](F ) →֒ E(F sep)
ln
−→E(F sep)
and classical Galois (=e´tale) cohomology since, in this case,
H1fl(XL, E[l
n]) ≃ H1et(XL, E[l
n]) ≃ H1(GL, E[l
n](F ))
(see [17, III.3.9]). In order to lighten notations, each time we work
with l 6= p (i.e., in the next chapter) we shall use the classical notation
H i(L, ·) instead of H i(GL, ·) ≃ H
i
fl(XL, ·) and write E[n] for E[n](F ),
putting E[l∞] :=
⋃
E[ln].
In this case the Kummer map
κ : E(L)⊗Ql/Zl →֒ H
1(GL, E[l
∞])
has an explicit description as follows. Let α ∈ E(L) ⊗ Ql/Zl be rep-
resented as α = P ⊗ a
lk
(a ∈ Z) and let Q ∈ E(Lsep) be such that
aP = lkQ. Then κ(α) = ϕα , where ϕα(σ) := σ(Q)−Q for any σ ∈ GL .
3. Control theorem for l 6= p
3.1. The image of κv. We start by giving a more precise description
of Imκv (following the path traced by Greenberg in [7] and [8]).
Lemma 3.1. If E has split multiplicative reduction at v then E(Fv)
contains a finite index subgroup isomorphic to U1(Fv).
Proof. The hypothesis implies that E is isomorphic to a Tate curve:
in particular, E(Fv) ≃ F
∗
v /q
Z
E,v for some qE,v (the Tate period). Now
it suffices to observe that U1(Fv) embeds into F
∗
v /q
Z
E,v with finite index
ordv(qE,v) · |F
∗
v|. 
Remark 3.2. The previous lemma can be seen as a (partial) function
field analog of Lutz’s Theorem ([22, VII.6.3]). In the characteristic 0
case for a finite extension K/Qp and an elliptic curve E defined over
Qp one finds that E(K) contains a subgroup isomorphic to the ring of
integers of K (taken as an additive group), i.e. a subgroup isomorphic
to Z
[K:Qp]
p .
In the function field (characteristic p) case we lack the logarithmic
function and we have to deal with the multiplicative group of the ring
Ov . For any complete local field like Fv one has U1(Fv) ≃ Z
N
p , hence,
for any finite extension Kw/Fv , one finds both in E(Kw) and in E(Fv) a
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subgroup of finite index isomorphic to ZNp making it hard to emphasize
any kind of relation with the degree [Kw : Fv].
Proposition 3.3. Let l 6= p: then for all places v of F
E(Fv)⊗Ql/Zl = 0
(i.e. Imκv = 0).
Proof. We consider two cases, according to the behaviour of E at v.
Case 1: E has good reduction at v.
In this case E[l∞] ≃ Ev[l
∞] and by the Ne´ron-Ogg-Shafarevich criterion
this is an isomorphism of GFv -modules. Hence one has a sequence of
maps
H1(Fv, E[l
∞])
∼
−→H1(Fv, Ev[l
∞]) →֒ H1(Fv, Ev(Fv))
where the last map on the right is induced by the natural inclusion
Ev[l
∞] →֒ Ev(Fv). Such map is injective because Ev(Fv) is a torsion
abelian group and Ev[l
∞] is its l-primary part. Composing κv with this
sequence, one gets an injection
E(Fv)⊗Ql/Zl →֒ H
1(Fv, Ev(Fv)) .
By definition ϕ ∈ Imκv implies ϕ(σ) = σ(Q) − Q for some Q ∈
E(F sepv ), hence the image of ϕ in H
1(Fv, Ev(Fv)) is ϕv with ϕv(σ) =
σ(Qv)− Qv (Qv ∈ Ev(Fv) is the reduction of Q mod v). Thus ϕv is a
1-coboundary; since all the maps involved are injective, one gets ϕ = 0
and finally E(Fv)⊗Ql/Zl = 0.
Case 2: E has bad reduction at v, i.e. split multiplicative (according
to our hypothesis).
By Lemma 3.1 one has
0→ U1(Fv)→ E(Fv)→ A→ 0
where A is a finite group. Since U1(Fv) ≃ Z
N
p one gets
0 = U1(Fv)⊗Ql/Zl → E(Fv)⊗Ql/Zl → A⊗Ql/Zl = 0 . 
3.2. The theorem. Recall our ZNp -extension F/F : we choose any se-
quence of finite extensions of F such that
F = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fn ⊂ · · · ⊂
⋃
Fn = F .
In this setting we let Γn := Gal(F/Fn) and Γ = Gal(F/F ) so that
ZNp ≃ Γ ≃ lim
←−
n
Γ/Γn = lim
←−
n
Gal(Fn/F ) .
For example if F is the cyclotomic extension at p (see section 1.2.1),
one can take Fn to be the subfield of F (Φ[p
n]) fixed by (A/p)∗ .
We will denote by vn (resp. w) primes of Fn (resp. F) and, to
shorten notations, we shall denote by Fvn (resp. Fw) the completion of
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Fn at vn (resp. of F at w). Finally, for any algebraic extension L/F ,
we put
G(L) := Im
{
H1(L,E[l∞])→
∏
v∈ML
H1(Lv, E[l
∞])/Imκv
}
.
For any n, the restriction SelE(Fn)l → SelE(F)
Γn
l fits into the fol-
lowing diagram (with exact rows)
SelE(Fn)l
an



// H1(Fn, E[l
∞])
bn

// // G(Fn)
cn

SelE(F)
Γn
l


// H1(F , E[l∞])Γn // G(F)
Theorem 3.4. For any n, SelE(Fn)l ≃ SelE(F)
Γn
l .
Proof. The snake lemma applied to the diagram above shows that it is
enough to prove that Ker bn = Coker bn = Ker cn = 0 (i.e., to prove
that an is an isomorphism we shall prove that cn is injective and that
bn is an isomorphism as well).
The map bn . By the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence (see [20, 2.1.5])
one has
Ker bn ≃ H
1(Γn, E[l
∞]GF ) ,
and
Coker bn ⊆ H
2(Γn, E[l
∞]GF ) .
The group E[l∞]GF = E[l∞](F) is l-primary. Moreover
Γn = Gal(F/Fn) ≃ lim
←−
m
Gal(Fm/Fn)
is a pro-p-group for all n ≥ 0 and
H i(Γn, E[l
∞](F)) ≃ lim
−→
m
H i(Gal(Fm/Fn), E[l
∞](Fm)) .
For any m ≥ n ≥ 0, H i(Gal(Fm/Fn), E[l
∞](Fm)) (i ≥ 1) is killed by
|E[l∞](Fm)|, which is a (finite) power of l, and by [Fm : Fn] (by the cor◦
resmap, see e.g. [20, 1.6.1]) which is a power of p 6= l. Hence, for i ≥ 1,
H i(Gal(Fm/Fn), E[l
∞](Fm)) = 0 and eventually H
i(Γn, E[l
∞](F)) = 0
as well.
The map cn . By Proposition 3.3 Ker cn is contained in the kernel of
the natural map
dn :
∏
vn∈MFn
H1(Fvn , E[l
∞])→
∏
w∈MF
H1(Fw, E[l
∞]) .
Considering every component, we find maps
dw : H
1(Fvn , E[l
∞])→ H1(Fw, E[l
∞])
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and Ker cn ⊆
∏
w∈MF
Ker dw .
As we have seen for Ker bn , one has from the inflation restriction
sequence
Ker dw ≃ H
1(Gal(Fw/Fvn), E[l
∞]GFw )
i.e., Ker dw = 0 because Gal(Fw/Fvn) is a pro-p-group and E[l
∞]GFw
is an l-primary group. 
Remark 3.5. Let Γvn := Gal(Fw/Fvn): then the image of dw is Γvn-
invariant. The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
H1(Fvn , E[l
∞])→ H1(Fw, E[l
∞])Γvn → H2(Γvn , E[l
∞](Fw)) = 0
shows that Coker dw = 0 as well.
3.3. The Selmer dual. Theorem 3.4 leads to a (partial) description of
the Selmer groups (actually of their Pontrjagin duals) as modules over
the algebra Zl[[Γ]]. Since Zl[[Γ]] = lim
←
Zl[Γ/Γn], this ring is compact
with respect to the inverse limit topology. The following generalization
of Nakayama’s Lemma is proved in [1, section 3].
Theorem 3.6. Let Λ be a compact topological ring with 1 and let J be
an ideal such that Jn → 0. Let X be a profinite Λ-module. If X/JX
is a finitely generated (Λ/J)-module then X is a finitely generated Λ-
module.
We lack an adequate description of the ideals J of Zl[[Γ]] such that
Jn → 0. As an example consider the classical augmentation ideal I,
i.e. the kernel of the map Zl[[Γ]]→ Zl sending each σ ∈ Γ to 1. It does
not verify this condition since I = I2, as the next lemma shows.
Lemma 3.7. Let R be a compact topological ring where p is invert-
ible and G = lim
←
G/Un, where the G/Un’s are finite abelian p-groups.
Denote by I the augmentation ideal of R[[G]]: then I/I2 = 0.
Proof. Define In as the augmentation ideal of R[G/Un]. The augmen-
tation map on R[[G]] is defined via a limit and I = lim
←
In . Besides
I2 = lim
←
I2n because of the compactness hypothesis: the claim follows if
In/I
2
n = 0 for all n > 0. Let Jn be the augmentation ideal of Z[G/Un]:
since In is the free module generated by the elements g − 1, we have
In = Jn ⊗ R and I
2
n = J
2
n ⊗ R. For a commutative group H one
has H ≃ JH/J
2
H (where JH is the augmentation of Z[H ]): it follows
In/I
2
n = (Jn/J
2
n)⊗ R = 0. 
Anyway the ideal lI obviously verifies (lI)n → 0 and we want to
apply Theorem 3.6 with Λ = Zl[[Γ]], J = lI and X = SelE(F)
∨
l .
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Lemma 3.8. Let M be a discrete Zl[[Γ]]-module and ml :M →M the
multiplication by l. Then
M∨/lIM∨ ≃ (m−1l (M
Γ))∨ = (MΓ +M [l])∨
(where M [l] is the l-torsion of M).
Proof. Let N be the dual of M : then N is a Zl[[Γ]]-module. Con-
sider the natural projection π : N ։ N/lIN and its dual map π∨ :
(N/lIN)∨ →֒ N∨ . Let φ ∈ N∨ : then
φ ∈ Imπ∨ ⇐⇒ φ(l(γ − 1) · a) = 0
for any γ ∈ Γ and any a ∈ N . But φ(lγ · a) = φ(la) if and only if lφ is
Γ-invariant, i.e. φ ∈ Imπ∨ ⇐⇒ lφ ∈ (N∨)Γ. Therefore
(N/lIN)∨ ≃ m−1l ((N
∨)Γ) .
Taking duals one gets
M∨/lIM∨ ≃ (m−1l (M
Γ))∨ .
Since Γ is pro-p and M [l] is l-torsion, one has H1(Γ,M [l]) = 0: there-
fore
ml(M)
Γ ≃ (M/M [l])Γ ≃MΓ/M [l]Γ ≃ ml(M
Γ) .
Thus
m−1l (M
Γ) = m−1l (ml(M)
Γ) ≃ m−1l (ml(M
Γ)) =MΓ +M [l] . 
Corollary 3.9. Assume that both SelE(F )l and SelE(F)l[l] are finite.
Then SelE(F)
∨
l is a finitely generated Zl[[Γ]]-module.
Proof. By the previous lemma with M = SelE(F)l one has
SelE(F)
∨
l /lISelE(F)
∨
l ≃ (SelE(F)
Γ
l + SelE(F)l[l])
∨ ≃
≃ (SelE(F )l + SelE(F)l[l])
∨
(by Theorem 3.4), so this quotient is finite by hypotheses. Then The-
orem 3.6 yields the corollary. 
In the corollary it would be enough to assume that SelE(F )l and
SelE(F)l[l] are cofinitely generated modules over the mysterious ring
Zl[[Γ]]/lIZl[[Γ]]. Unfortunately even with the stronger assumption of
finiteness we can’t go further (i.e., we are not able to see whether
SelE(F)
∨
l is a torsion Zl[[Γ]]-module or not) due to our lack of under-
standing of the structure of Zl[[Γ]]-modules even for simpler Γ’s like for
example Zp .
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4. Control theorems for l = p
As stated in the introduction, in this section we shall work with a
Zdp-extension Fd/F , d ≥ 1. As before, it is convenient to write Fd as
the union of finite extensions Fn’s of F with Fn ⊂ Fn+1 .
Moreover we shall consider the p-torsion of the elliptic curve E: there-
fore we use flat cohomology as explained in section 2, where we de-
scribed the Selmer groups for this case. We will mainly follow the
notations given there except for the following minor change regarding
the Galois groups: in this section we will write Γ := Gal(Fd/F ) and
Γn := Gal(Fd/Fn).
4.1. Lemmas. We need some lemmas which will be used in the proof
of the main theorems.
Lemma 4.1. Let Γ ≃ Zdp and B a finite p-primary Γ-module. Then
|H1(Γ, B)| ≤ |B|d and |H2(Γ, B)| ≤ |B|
d(d−1)
2 .
Proof. We use induction on d. The case d = 1 is straightforward since,
for Γ = < γ > ≃ Zp ,H
1(Γ, B) ≃ B/(γ−1)B, so that |H1(Γ, B)| ≤ |B|,
andH2(Γ, B) = 0 because Zp has p-cohomological dimension 1 (see [20,
3.5.9]).
For the induction step take γ in a set of independent topological gen-
erators of Γ and let Γ′ := Γ/< γ > ≃ Zd−1p .
From the inflation restriction sequence one has
H1(Γ′, B<γ>) →֒ H1(Γ, B)→ H1(< γ >,B)Γ
′
and, using induction,
|H1(Γ, B)| ≤ |H1(Γ′, B<γ>)||H1(< γ >,B)| ≤ |B|d−1|B| .
Since H i(< γ >,B) = 0 for all i ≥ 2, the Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence (see [20, II.1 Exercise 5]) gives an exact sequence
H2(Γ′, B<γ>)→ H2(Γ, B)→ H1(Γ′, H1(< γ >,B)) .
By induction and the result on the H1 one has
|H2(Γ, B)| ≤ |H2(Γ′, B<γ>)||H1(Γ′, H1(< γ >,B))| ≤
≤ |B|
(d−1)(d−2)
2 |B|d−1 = |B|
d(d−1)
2 . 
Lemma 4.2. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension of local fields and G
its Galois group. Let E/K be an elliptic curve with split multiplicative
reduction. Then H1(G,E0(L)) ≃ Z/eZ (where e is the ramification
index of L/K and H1(G, ·) denotes Galois cohomology).
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Proof. We recall that Tate parametrization yields an isomorphism of
Galois modules E0(L) ≃ O
∗
L . The valuation map gives the sequence
O∗L →֒ L
∗
։ Z
and, via G-cohomology,
O∗K →֒ K
∗ ν−→Z։ H1(G,O∗L)
(because H1(G,L∗) = 0 by Hilbert 90). The lemma follows from
Imν = eZ. 
Lemma 4.3. The group E[p∞](Fd) is finite.
Proof. The following argument actually proves that E[p∞](F sep) is
finite (for a more detailed exposition see [4, Lemma 2.2]).
Factoring the multiplication-by-pm map via the pmth power Frobenius
one sees that E[pm](F ) ⊂ E(F ) implies j(E) ∈ (F ∗)p
m
. Therefore if
j(E) ∈ (F ∗)p
n
− (F ∗)p
n+1
one has E[p∞](F sep) ⊂ E[pn](F ). 
4.2. The theorem. We are now ready to prove the main theorem: the
proof is divided in several parts and exploits all the techniques which
will later lead to similar results like Theorems 4.12 and 5.3.
Theorem 4.4. Assume that all primes which are ramified in Fd/F are
of split multiplicative reduction for E. Then the canonical maps
SelE(Fn)p −→ SelE(Fd)
Γn
p
have finite kernels all bounded by |E[p∞](Fd)|
d and cofinitely generated
cokernels (over Zp ).
Proof. We start by fixing the notations which will be used throughout
the proof.
Let Xn := Spec Fn , Xd := SpecFd , Xvn := Spec Fvn and Xw :=
SpecFw (now Fw is the completion of Fd at w).
Finally, to ease notations, let
G(Xn) := Im
{
H1fl(Xn, E[p
∞])→
∏
vn∈MFn
H1fl(Xvn , E[p
∞])/Imκvn
}
(analogous definition for G(Xd) ).
The map Xd → Xn is a Galois covering with Galois group Γn . In this
context the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence holds by [17, III.2.21
a),b) and III.1.17 d)]. Therefore one has an exact sequence
H1(Γn, E[p
∞](Fd)) →֒ H
1
fl(Xn, E[p
∞])→
→ H1fl(Xd, E[p
∞])Γn → H2(Γn, E[p
∞](Fd))
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which fits into the diagram
SelE(Fn)p
an



// H1fl(Xn, E[p
∞])
bn

// // G(Xn)
cn

SelE(Fd)
Γn
p


// H1fl(Xd, E[p
∞])Γn // G(Xd) .
As in Theorem 3.4 we shall focus on
Ker bn = H
1(Γn, E[p
∞](Fd)) , Coker bn ⊆ H
2(Γn, E[p
∞](Fd))
and Ker cn .
4.2.1. Ker bn. Since Γn ≃ Z
d
p and E[p
∞](Fd) is finite by Lemma 4.3,
we can apply Lemma 4.1 to get |Ker bn| ≤ |E[p
∞](Fd)|
d.
4.2.2. Coker bn. As above we simply use Lemma 4.1 to get |Coker bn| ≤
|E[p∞](Fd)|
d(d−1)
2 .
Remark 4.5. Note that the result onKer bn already implies the finite-
ness of Ker an and gives a bound independent of n. The bounds for
Ker bn and Coker bn depend on d and this is one of the reasons we
could not consider the full ZNp -extension in this setting.
4.2.3. Ker cn. First of all we note thatKer cn is contained in the kernel
of the map
dn :
∏
vn
H1fl(Xvn , E[p
∞])/Imκvn −→
∏
w
H1fl(Xw, E[p
∞])/Imκw
and we consider the maps
dw : H
1
fl(Xvn , E[p
∞])/Imκvn −→ H
1
fl(Xw, E[p
∞])/Imκw
separately. Note that if w1 , w2 | vn then Ker dw1 ≃ Ker dw2 . More-
over, letting dvn :=
∏
w|vn
dw , we have
Ker dvn =
⋂
w|vn
Ker dw and Ker cn ⊆
∏
vn∈MFn
Ker dvn .
4.2.4. Primes of good reduction. Let v be the prime of F lying below
vn . Assume that E has good reduction at v. In this setting Ulmer
proves that
Im(E(Fvn)/p
mE(Fvn)) ≃ H
1
fl(Yvn, E[p
m])
where Yvn := SpecOvn and Ovn is the ring of integers of Fvn (see [25,
Lemma 1.2]).
Taking direct limits one finds
Imκvn = Im(E(Fvn)⊗Qp/Zp) ≃ H
1
fl(Yvn, E[p
∞]) .
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To ease notations let, for any local field L,
H(L) := H1fl(Spec L,E[p
∞])/H1fl(SpecOL, E[p
∞]) .
One gets a diagram
H1fl(Yvn , E[p
∞])
λ1



// H1fl(Xvn , E[p
∞])
λ2

// // H(Fvn)
dw

H1fl(Yw, E[p
∞])Γvn 

// H1fl(Xw, E[p
∞])Γvn // H(Fw)
Γvn
with Yw := SpecOw (for the injectivity of the horizontal maps on the
left see [18, III.7]). Note that the vertical map on the right is exactly
dw because both are induced by the restriction λ2 and Imdw is Γvn-
invariant.
The snake lemma yields an exact sequence
Ker λ1 → Ker λ2 → Ker dw → Coker λ1 → Coker λ2 .
By our hypothesis all primes of good reduction are unramified: so for
the two maps λi the situation is identical to the one we described for
the map bn, i.e. one has Galois coverings Xw → Xvn and Yw → Yvn
both with Galois group Γvn := Gal(Fw/Fvn), a subgroup of Γn (which
one depends on the behaviour of the prime vn in the extension Fd/Fn ).
Hence
Ker λ1 = H
1(Γvn , E[p
∞](Ow)) ,
Ker λ2 = H
1(Γvn , E[p
∞](Fw)) ,
Coker λ1 ⊂ H
2(Γvn , E[p
∞](Ow)) ,
Coker λ2 ⊂ H
2(Γvn, E[p
∞](Fw)) .
Since E has good reduction at v (hence at w) one has E(Ow) = E(Fw),
therefore Ker λ1 ≃ Ker λ2 . For the same reason
H2(Γvn, E[p
∞](Ow)) ≃ H
2(Γvn, E[p
∞](Fw))
and the map Coker λ1 → Coker λ2 (which is induced by this iso-
morphism) has to be injective. The snake lemma sequence yields
Ker dw = 0. Note that this is coherent with the number field case,
where one has Ker dw = 0 for all primes w dividing a prime l 6= p of
good reduction (see e.g. [8, Lemma 4.4]).
4.2.5. Primes of bad reduction. Note that if vn splits completely then
Fw = Fvn and dw is clearly an isomorphism.
Now let vn be a prime of bad reduction with nontrivial decomposition
group in Γn . From the Kummer exact sequence we have a diagram
H1fl(Xvn , E[p
∞])/Imκvn


//
dw

H1fl(Xvn , E)
hw

H1fl(Xw, E[p
∞])/Imκw


// H1fl(Xw, E)
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so that
Ker dw →֒ Ker hw ≃ H
1(Γvn , E(Fw)) .
Consider the Tate curve exact sequence
qZE,v →֒ F
∗
w ։ E(Fw)
and take Galois cohomology to get
H1(Γvn , E(Fw)) →֒ H
2(Γvn , q
Z
E,v)
where the injectivity comes from Hilbert 90.
Since qE,v ∈ Fv the action of Γvn on q
Z
E,v is trivial, hence
Ker dw →֒ H
2(Γvn , q
Z
E,v) ≃ H
2(Γvn ,Z) ≃ (Γ
ab
vn)
∨ ≃ (Qp/Zp)
d(vn)
where d(vn) = rankZp Γvn ≤ d (see [20, pag. 50]).
Therefore Ker dw and Ker dvn =
⋂
Ker dw are cofinitely generated
and, since there are only finitely many vn’s of bad reduction, Ker cn is
cofinitely generated as well. 
Remark 4.6. In the main examples we have in mind for F/F (see
sections 1.2.2 and 5.2) there is only one prime which ramifies and it
totally ramifies in F/F . Moreover the available constructions for p-adic
L-functions require this prime to be of split multiplicative reduction so
our Theorem 4.4 applies to these settings.
Remark 4.7. Note that, due to the (possibly) increasing number of
primes of bad reduction in the tower of Fn’s, the coranks of theKer cn’s
are finite but not bounded in general. For example if v is inert unram-
ified in Fd/F and d ≥ 2 then there are infinitely many primes in Fd
lying over v.
Recall that Λd acts on SelE(Fd)p and on Sd := SelE(Fd)
∨
p .
Corollary 4.8. In the setting of Theorem 4.4, assume that SelE(F )p
is a cofinitely generated Zp-module. Then Sd is a finitely generated
Λd-module.
Proof. Let I be the augmentation ideal of Λd . One has that Sd/ISd is
dual to SelE(Fd)
Γ
p which, by the hypothesis on SelE(F )p and Theorem
4.4, is cofinitely generated over Zp. Therefore Sd is a finitely generated
Λd-module by Theorem 3.6 . 
4.3. Primes of bad reduction. We can be more precise on Ker dw
for the inert primes of bad reduction.
Lemma 4.9. With the hypothesis and notations of Theorem 4.4, let
vn be a place of bad reduction. One has:
1. Ker dw is finite if vn is unramified in Fd/F ;
2. Ker dw = 0 if vn splits completely in Fd/F ;
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3. corankZpKer dw ≤ d if vn is ramified in Fd/F .
Proof. Part 2 and 3 have been proven in section 4.2.5. For the other
primes consider the embedding coming from the Kummer exact se-
quence
Ker dw →֒ Ker hw ≃ H
1(Γvn , E(Fw)) ≃ lim
−→
m
H1(Γvmvn , E(Fvm))
where Γvmvn := Gal(Fvm/Fvn) is a quotient of Γvn ⊂ Z
d
p . Consider the
exact sequence
E0(Fvm) →֒ E(Fvm)։ Tvm
where Tvm is a cyclic group of order −ordvm(j(E)). Our Lemma 4.2
applies here with L = Fvm and K = Fvn and one gets
T Γ
vm
vn
vm /Tvn →֒ Z/evm/vnZ→ H
1(Γvmvn , E(Fvm))→ H
1(Γvmvn , Tvm)
where evm/vn is the ramification index of Fvm/Fvn , hence a power of p.
From Tate parametrization one has an isomorphism of Galois modules
Tvm ≃ F
∗
vm/O
∗
vmq
Z
E,vm . Let πvm be a uniformizer for the prime vm : then
for any σ ∈ Γvmvn one has σ(πvm) = uπvm for some u ∈ O
∗
vm . Hence Γ
vm
vn
acts trivially on Tvm and
H1(Γvmvn , Tvm) →֒ (Tvm,p)
d(vn)
(where Tvm,p is the p-part of the group Tvm and d(vn) is the number of
generators of Γvmvn ). If vn is unramified then, for any m, evm/vn = 1,
d(vn) ≤ 1 and
|Tvm | = |Tvn | = |Tv| = −ordv(j(E))
is finite and constant, so H1(Γvn , E(Fw)) →֒ Tv,p . Thus Ker dw is finite
and this proves 1 . 
Remark 4.10. With the notations of the previous lemma, if vn is
ramified then
|Tvm | = −ordvm(j(E)) = −ordvn(j(E))evm/vn = |Tvn |evm/vn .
Since the Tvk ’s are cyclic and the action of Γ
vm
vn is trivial one gets
T Γ
vm
vn
vm /Tvn ≃ Z/evm/vnZ
and one finds injections
H1(Γvmvn , E(Fvm)) →֒ H
1(Γvmvn , Tvm) →֒ (Tvm,p)
d(vn) .
Hence, taking limits, one has
H1(Γvn , E(Fw)) →֒ lim
−→
m
(Tvm,p)
d(vn) ≃ (Qp/Zp)
d(vn)
which gives another proof of part 3 of Lemma 4.9.
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4.4. Modified Selmer groups. In section 5 we are going to consider
characteristic and Fitting ideals of SelE(Fd)
∨
p in order to define some
algebraic L-function for E. Those ideals are well defined for the finitely
generated modules provided by Corollary 4.8, but they are non-trivial
only for torsion modules. In order to reduce to this latter case one
needs finite kernels and cokernels for the maps
SelE(Fn)p −→ SelE(Fd)
Γn
p
and in Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.9 we have seen that the only ob-
struction comes from the ramified primes. We are going to modify the
definition of the Selmer groups in order to give at least two ways in
which one could get torsion modules.
Definition 4.11. With all notations as in section 2.2 let Σ ⊂ ML be
a set of places of an algebraic extension L of F . We define
SelE,Σ(L)p := Ker{H
1
fl(XL, E[p
∞])→
∏
v 6∈Σ
H1fl(XLv , E[p
∞])/Imκv }
and
SelΣE(L)p := Ker{H
1
fl(XL, E[p
∞])−
→
∏
v 6∈Σ
H1fl(XLv , E[p
∞])/Imκv ×
∏
v∈Σ
H1fl(XLv , E[p
∞]) } .
to be the p-parts of the (lower and upper respectively) Σ-Selmer groups
of E over L.
Note that
SelΣE(L)p ⊆ SelE(L)p ⊆ SelE,Σ(L)p
with equality occurring if Σ = ∅.
In the same setting of Theorem 4.4 we can now prove
Theorem 4.12. Let Fd/F be a Z
d
p-extension. Let Σ(d) be the set of
ramified places in Fd and, for any n, let Σn be the set of primes lying
below Σ(d). Assume that E has split multiplicative reduction at all
places in Σ0 (so that, in particular, Σ0 is finite). Then the maps
αn : SelE,Σn(Fn)p → SelE,Σ(d)(Fd)
Γn
p
and
βn : Sel
Σn
E (Fn)p → Sel
Σ(d)
E (Fd)
Γn
p
have finite kernels and cokernels.
Proof. The structure of the proof is the same as for Theorem 4.4:
no changes are needed for the maps bn and dw’s for all w’s of good
reduction. We are left with the finitely many places of bad reduction
in Fn . For unramified primes Lemma 4.9 shows that Ker dw is finite
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and this completes the proof for the maps αn .
For the upper Σ-Selmer groups one has to consider also the maps
d˜w : H
1
fl(Xvn , E[p
∞])→ H1fl(Xw, E[p
∞])
for the ramified primes vn . As seen before one can apply Hochschild-
Serre to find Ker d˜w = H
1(Γvn , E[p
∞](Fw)) and, since E[p
∞](Fw) is
finite (same proof as Lemma 4.3, using Fw
⋂
F ⊆ F sep ), one gets
|Ker d˜w| ≤ |E[p
∞](Fw)|
d
by Lemma 4.1. 
Corollary 4.13. In the setting of Theorem 4.12 assume that SelE,Σ0(F )p
is cofinitely generated over Zp (resp. finite). Then SelE,Σ(d)(Fd)p is a
cofinitely generated (resp. torsion) Λd-module. The same statement
holds (with identical hypotheses on SelΣ0E (F )p ) for the upper Σ(d)-
Selmer group.
Proof. The proof of Corollary 4.8 applies here as well. One only has to
note that if M/IM is finite for some finitely generated Λd-module M
(where I is the augmentation ideal of Λd) then M is a torsion module
by the final Theorem of [1, section 4]. 
For a Zp-extension we can therefore give a proof of the following
corollary along the lines of [8, Corollary 4.9 and Theorem 1.3].
Corollary 4.14. In the setting of the previous corollary assume that
SelE,Σ0(F )p is finite. Then E(F1) is finitely generated.
Proof. Let Σ := Σ(1) and let S1,Σ be the dual of SelE,Σ(F1)p . By
Corollary 4.13 S1,Σ is a finitely generated torsion Λ1-module. By the
well-known structure theorem for such modules there is a pseudo-
isomorphism (i.e. with finite kernel and cokernel)
S1,Σ ∼
r⊕
i=1
Zp[[T1]]/(f
ei
i ) .
Let λ = deg
∏
f eii : then rankZpS1,Σ = λ and, taking duals, one gets
(SelE,Σ(F1)p)div ≃ (Qp/Zp)
λ
(where (SelE,Σ(F1)p)div is the divisible part of SelE,Σ(F1)p ). By The-
orem 4.12, for any n, one has
(SelE,Σn(Fn)p)div ≃ (Qp/Zp)
tn with tn ≤ λ .
Moreover we know that
E(Fn)⊗Qp/Zp ≃ (Qp/Zp)
rankE(Fn)
and, obviously,
E(Fn)⊗Qp/Zp →֒ (SelE,Σn(Fn)p)div
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(which is not true in general for the upper Σ-Selmer groups). Therefore
rank E(Fn) ≤ tn ≤ λ for any n, i.e. such ranks are bounded.
Choose m such that rank E(Fm) is maximal, then E(F1)/E(Fm) is a
torsion group. Take P ∈ E(F1) and let s be such that sP ∈ E(Fm).
Then for any γ ∈ Gal(F1/Fm) one has s(γ(P )−P ) = 0, i.e. γ(P )−P ∈
E(F1)tor. Since the torsion points in E(F1) are finite (we provide a
proof in Lemma 4.15 below) take t = |E(F1)tor| to get t(γ(P )−P ) = 0.
Thus tP ∈ E(Fm) for all P ∈ E(F1) and multiplication by t gives a
homomorphism ϕt : E(F1)→ E(Fm) whose image is finitely generated
(being a subgroup of E(Fm) ) and whose kernel is the finite group
E(F1)tor . Hence E(F1) is indeed finitely generated. 
Lemma 4.15. For any d ≥ 1, the set E(Fd)tor is finite.
Proof. For any l, let Kl be the minimal extension of F such that
E[l](Kl) = E[l](F ). By Igusa’s work [12], it is known that for almost
all primes l 6= p the Galois group Gal(Kl/F ) contains a subgroup iso-
morphic to SL2(Fl). This implies that the subgroup generated by the
Galois orbit of any P ∈ E[l](F )− {0} is all of E[l](F ). In particular,
since Fd/F is Galois, E[l](Fd) 6= {0} would imply Kl ⊂ Fd, contra-
dicting the fact that Fd/F is abelian.
We are left with the possibility that E[l∞](Fd) is infinite for some prime
l. Assume that this happens: then one can choose an infinite sequence
Pn ∈ E[l
n] so that lPn+1 = Pn. Let F
′ ⊂ Fd be the minimal extension
of F such that {Pn}n∈N ⊂ E(F
′) and put Γ′ := Gal(F ′/F ). Then Γ′
is both an infinite subgroup of Z∗l (the automorphisms of the group
generated by the Pn’s) and a quotient of Γ ≃ Z
d
p: this is impossible
for l 6= p. We already proved that E[p∞](F sep) is finite in Lemma
4.3. 
5. The algebraic L-function and the main conjecture
5.1. The characteristic and Fitting ideals. In this section, we
work again with a ZNp -extension F/F . In order to apply results from
section 4, we consider Zdp-subextensions Fd ⊂ F , naturally ordered by
inclusion; we call such fields Zp-finite extensions (of F ). We will let
Fd vary among all Zp-finite subextensions of F : therefore we need to
refine our notations.
Let Λ(Fd) := Zp[[Gal(Fd/F )]] and S(Fd) := SelE(Fd)
∨
p (shortened into
Λd and Sd when it is clear to which extension they refer).
It is assumed throughout that all places which ramify in F/F are
of split multiplicative reduction for E and that SelE(F )p is cofinitely
generated as a Zp-module.
For any fixed Fd , Corollary 4.8 states that Sd is a finitely gener-
ated Λd-module. Recall that Λd is (noncanonically) isomorphic to
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Zp[[T1, . . . , Td ]]. A finitely generated torsion Λd-module is said to be
pseudo-null if it has at least two relatively prime annihilators (or, equiv-
alently, if its annihilator ideal has height at least 2). For example if
d = 1 pseudo-null is equivalent to finite. A pseudo-isomorphism be-
tween finitely generated Λd-modules M and N (i.e. a morphism with
pseudo-null kernel and cokernel) will be denoted by M ∼Λd N . If M is
a finitely generated Λd-module then there is a pseudo-isomorphism
M ∼Λd Λ
r
d ⊕
( n(M)⊕
i=1
Λd/(g
ei
i )Λd
)
where the gi’s are irreducible elements of Λd (determined up to an
element of Λ∗d ) and r, n(M) and the ei’s are uniquely determined (see
e.g. the structure theorem [3, VII.4.4 Theorem 5]).
Definition 5.1. In the above setting the characteristic ideal of M is
CharΛd(M) :=
{
0 if M is not torsion(∏n(M)
i=1 g
ei
i
)
otherwise
.
Let Z be a finitely generated Λd-module and let
Λad
ϕ
−→Λbd ։ Z
be a presentation where the map ϕ can be represented by an a × b
matrix Φ with entries in Λd .
Definition 5.2. In the above setting the Fitting ideal of Z is
FittΛd(Z) :=

0 if a < b
the ideal generated by all the
determinants of the b× b if a ≥ b
minors of the matrix Φ
.
For the basic theory and properties of Fitting ideals the reader is
referred to the Appendix in [16]. Here we only mention the fact that
FittΛd(Z) is independent from the presentation and that if Z is an
elementary module, i.e. if
Z = Λrd ⊕
( s⊕
i=1
Λd/(g
ei
i )Λd
)
then FittΛd(Z) = CharΛd(Z).
5.1.1. Zp-finite extensions. We can extend our control theorem to a
relation between Selmer groups of Zp-finite extensions of F .
Theorem 5.3. For any inclusion of Zp-finite extensions Fd ⊂ Fe ,
e > d ≥ 2, one has
SelE(Fd)p ∼Λd SelE(Fe)
Γe
d
p
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(where Γed = Gal(Fe/Fd) ).
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 4.4, consider the diagram
SelE(Fd)p
a



// H1fl(Xd, E[p
∞])
b

// // G(Xd)
c

SelE(Fe)
Γe
d
p


// H1fl(Xe, E[p
∞])Γ
e
d // G(Xe) .
By Corollary 4.8 we know that Ker a and Coker a are cofinitely gen-
erated Λd-modules. Moreover Ker a, Ker b and Coker b are finite.
Therefore it is enough to find two relatively prime annihilators for
Ker c. We consider the maps
dwe : H
1
fl(Xwd, E[p
∞])/Imκwd → H
1
fl(Xwe , E[p
∞])/Imκwe
(for any we ∈ MFe dividing wd ∈ MFd ). As in section 4.2.4 one sees
that Ker dwe = 0 for primes of good reduction and for primes which
split completely in Fe/Fd .
For primes wd of bad reduction which do not split completely, working
as in Theorem 4.4, one finds injections
Ker dwe →֒ H
1(Γwewd, E(Fwe)) →֒ H
2(Γwewd, q
Z
E,v)
(where Γwewd is the local Galois group).
The group Gal(Fd/F ) acts trivially both on qE,v ∈ Fv and on Γ
we
wd
(be-
cause Γ is abelian). Since d ≥ 2 there are two topologically independent
elements γ1 , γ2 of Gal(Fd/F ). Hence
H2(Γwewd, q
Z
E,v) ∼Λd 0
because its annihilator ideal contains at least γ1−1 and γ2−1. There-
fore all Ker dwe’s are pseudo-null Λd-modules and have common anni-
hilators which then annihilate Ker c as well. 
Corollary 5.4. In the same setting of Theorem 5.3 let πed : Λe → Λd
be the canonical projection and Ie/d its kernel. Then
CharΛd(Sd) = CharΛd(Se/Ie/dSe) .
Proof. Just take duals in the pseudo-isomorphism given by Theorem
5.3. 
Lemma 5.5. Let Fd ⊂ Fe be an inclusion of Zp-finite extensions,
e > d ≥ 2. Assume that E[p∞](F) = 0 or that FittΛd(Sd) is principal.
Then
πed(FittΛe(Se)) ⊆ FittΛd(Sd) .
Proof. Dualising in Theorem 5.3 one finds a sequence
Se/Ie/dSe → Sd ։ (Ker a)
∨
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where
Ker a →֒ H1(Γed, E[p
∞](Fe))
is finite (by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.1). If E[p∞](F) = 0 then (Ker a)∨ = 0
and
πed(FittΛe(Se)) = FittΛd(Se/Ie/dSe) ⊆ FittΛd(Sd)
by [16, properties 1 and 4].
If E[p∞](F) 6= 0, by [16, property 9] one gets
FittΛd(Se/Ie/dSe)FittΛd((Ker a)
∨) ⊆ FittΛd(Sd) .
The Fitting ideal of a finitely generated torsion module contains a
power of its annihilator ([16, property 8]) so let σ1 , σ2 be two rela-
tively prime elements of FittΛd((Ker a)
∨). (Recall that Λd is a unique
factorization domain and relatively prime means that they have no
common factor.) Let θd be a generator of FittΛd(Sd). Then for any
α ∈ FittΛd(Se/Ie/dSe) one finds that σ1α and σ2α are divisible by θd
(or σ1α = σ2α = 0 if θd = 0). Hence θd divides α (or α = 0) and
πed(FittΛe(Se)) = FittΛd(Se/Ie/dSe) ⊆ FittΛd(Sd) . 
Remark 5.6. The hypothesis on FittΛd(Sd) is verified, for example,
if Sd is an elementary module or if one can find a presentation with
the same number of generators and relations. Also E[p∞](F) = 0 if
j(E) 6∈ (F ∗)p (see Lemma 4.3).
5.1.2. Going to the limit. For Fd ⊂ F a Zp-finite extension of F we
let πFd : Λ → Λ(Fd) be the canonical projection. All Λ(Fd)-modules
can be thought of as modules over the ring Λ with trivial action of
Gal(F/Fd).
Define
F˜ ittΛ(S(Fd)) := π
−1
Fd
(FittΛ(Fd)(S(Fd))) .
Lemma 5.7. Under the same assumptions of Lemma 5.5 one has
F˜ ittΛ(Se) ⊆ F˜ ittΛ(Sd) .
Proof. By Lemma 5.5
πed(FittΛe(Se)) ⊆ FittΛd(Sd) .
The claim follows observing that πFd = π
e
d ◦ πFe . 
Definition 5.8. With the assumptions of Lemma 5.5, let S := SelE(F)
∨
p .
Its pro-Fitting ideal is
F˜ ittΛ(S) :=
⋂
F˜ ittΛ(S(Fd))
where the intersection is taken over all Zp-finite subextensions.
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Remark 5.9. 1. By Corollary 4.8 the Λ-modules S(Fd) are finitely
generated: hence one can define their Fitting ideals FittΛ(S(Fd)) in
the usual way, as the ideals generated by maximal minors of the matrix
expressing relations between a (finite) chosen set of generators. Then,
by [16, property 4],
F˜ ittΛ(S(Fd)) = FittΛ(S(Fd)) +Ker(πFd) .
When also S is finitely generated one constructs FittΛ(S) in the same
way. Moreover if E[p∞](F) = 0, then the natural maps S → S(Fd) are
surjective and
FittΛ(S) = F˜ ittΛ(S)
by [16, property 10] (the result is true also without the noetherian hy-
pothesis in the reference).
2. Since Λ = lim
←
Λ(Fd), one has an equivalent definition using pro-
jective limits. Indeed
F˜ ittΛ(S) =
⋂
Fd
π−1Fd (FittΛ(Fd)(S(Fd))) =
= lim
←−
Fd
FittΛ(Fd)(S(Fd)) .
In particular if S is finitely generated and E[p∞](F) = 0, then
FittΛ(S) = F˜ ittΛ(S) = lim
←−
Fd
FittΛ(Fd)(S(Fd))
(for a similar result on the behaviour of Fitting ideals with respect to
projective limits see [10, Theorem 2.1]).
The use of Fitting ideals instead of characteristic ideals is justified
exactly by their behaviour with respect to limits and some reformula-
tions of the Main Conjectures of Iwasawa theory in terms of Fitting
ideals have already been given in [9], [10] and [13]. Anyway the two
ideals are strictly connected as the following lemma shows. The ideal
F˜ ittΛ(S) (or, if it is principal, a generator of such an ideal) might be
a good candidate for our algebraic L-function.
Lemma 5.10. Let Fd be a Z
d
p-extension and Λd := Λ(Fd). Let M be
a finitely generated Λd-module. Then
FittΛd(M) ⊆ CharΛd(M) .
Moreover if FittΛd(M) is principal then FittΛd(M) = CharΛd(M).
Proof. If M is not torsion then FittΛd(M) = CharΛd(M) = 0 so we
can assume that M is a torsion Λd-module.
Let E be the elementary module which is pseudo-isomorphic to M
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by the structure theorem stated before Definition 5.1. Being pseudo-
isomorphic is an equivalence relation between finitely generated torsion
Λd-modules so the structure theorem gives rise to two exact sequences
A1 →֒ M → E ։ A2
and
B1 →֒ E → M ։ B2
where A1 , A2 , B1 , B2 are pseudo-null. From these sequences one gets
FittΛd(M)FittΛd(A2) ⊆ FittΛd(E) = CharΛd(E) = CharΛd(M)
(by [16, property 9], using FittΛd(M) ⊆ FittΛd(M/A1) ) and
CharΛd(M)FittΛd(B2) = FittΛd(E)FittΛd(B2) ⊆ FittΛd(M) .
As seen in Lemma 5.5 let σ1 , σ2 be two relatively prime elements of
FittΛd(B2) and τ1 , τ2 two relatively prime elements of FittΛd(A2). Let
θ be a generator of CharΛd(M): then, for any α ∈ FittΛd(M), ατ1 and
ατ2 are divisible by θ . Hence θ divides α and FittΛd(M) ⊆ CharΛd(M).
If FittΛd(M) is principal we can use the same proof with the σi’s in the
place of the τi’s to get the reverse inclusion and eventually the equality
FittΛd(M) = CharΛd(M). 
5.2. The analytic side. We briefly describe how to associate p-adic
L-functions (in the sense of 1.2.2) to E and to certain Galois extensions
F˜/F . Since our goal is just to provide an introduction to a main
conjecture, the angel of brevity compels us to be very sketchy; for the
missing details the reader is referred to the original papers and to [2].
All examples we know can be seen as applications of the following
general ideas.
To begin with, we fix a place ∞ such that E has conductor n∞ (in
particular, because of our initial assumption, E has split multiplica-
tive reduction at ∞). Then, thanks to the analytic uniformization of
elliptic curves by Drinfeld modular curves, one can associate to E a
Z-valued measure µE,∞ on P
1(F∞) ([14, page 386]). The next ingre-
dients are a quadratic algebra K/F (the case K = F × F is allowed)
and an embedding Ψ : K → M2(F ). The algebra K and the map Ψ
are required to satisfy certain conditions which it would be too long to
discuss here.
At this point there are essentially two constructions. One (carried out
in [14]) consists in taking a fundamental domain X for the action on
P1(F∞) of a certain quotient of the group (K ⊗ F∞)
∗ via Ψ.
In the second approach, developed in [11], one chooses a second place
p dividing n. Then, by a construction reminiscent of modular sym-
bols, the fixed points x, y of Ψ(K∗) and the measure µE,∞ (or rather
the harmonic cocycle attached to it) are employed to define a measure
µE{x→ y} on P
1(Fp).
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In both cases, class field theory allows to identify the set X (respec-
tively O∗
p
⊂ P1(Fp) ) with a Galois group G := Gal(F˜/H), where F˜
is either an anticyclotomic extension of K (if K is a field) or a cyclo-
tomic extension of F and H/F is a finite extension. We skip precise
definitions, just remarking that G contains a finite index subgroup iso-
morphic to ZNp .
The restriction of µE,∞ toX (resp. of µE{x→ y} toO
∗
p) can be thought
of as a measure onG, that is, an element L(E) ∈ Z[[G]] ⊂ Zp[[G]]. Teit-
elbaum’s measure referred to in paragraph 1.2.2 appears as a special
instance of µE{x→ y} ([11, Lemma 3.10]).
5.3. Main Conjecture. From classical Iwasawa theory, one would
expect that an analytic p-adic L-function should annihilate the dual
Selmer group S of the corresponding extension F/F .
Notations are as in section 5.2. We let F˜ be either an anticyclotomic
extension as in [14, Section 2.3] or a cyclotomic one as in [14, Section
3] or in 1.2.1 above. The torsion of G = Gal(F˜/H) is a finite subgroup
and, unless possibly when K is a quadratic field where the place ∞
splits, Γ := G/Gtor is the Galois group of a Z
N
p -subextension F/H . Let
π : Z[[G]]→ Z[[Γ]] be the natural projection.
Conjecture 5.11. Assume that E[p∞](F) = 0 or that FittΛd(Sd) is
principal for all d. For all the L(E)’s as described above one has
F˜ ittΛ(S) = (π(L(E))) .
Remark 5.12. 1. The interesting cases are when the Fitting ideal
is not zero. By analogy with the classical situation one expects that
then the group E(F) should be finitely generated. The only case we
are aware of where the behaviour of Mordell-Weil has been studied in
a ZNp -tower of function fields is [4]: Breuer proves that E(H [p
∞]) has
infinite rank. Observe that no analytic L-function has been defined in
his setting.
2. The available (partial) proofs of Main Conjecures over number fields
often require to modify local conditions defining Selmer groups. We
made a first attempt in Definition 4.11 in order to get torsion Λd-
modules. To tackle Conjecture 5.11 one might have to further refine
local conditions at places of bad reduction.
3. The analytic p-adic L-function is an element L(E) ∈ Z[[Γ]] . In the
prospect of Iwasawa theory, it seems natural to extend scalars to Zp;
however, L(E) may be seen as belonging to Zl[[Γ]] as well and one can
wonder if it also annihilates the Selmer dual arising from the l-torsion.
In absence of any support or clue, this is just a speculation.
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